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Five Miles High Without Oxygen
Paul Moores
Photographs 20- 21

I followed the yaks over the glacier ice to the moraines. They were slow but even
beneath the 60kg of equipment that each of them carried they were sure-footed. I
could see Adrian Burgess and Peter Hillary ahead, already levelling out tent
platforms among the grey moraine rubble and expedition debris of Everest
basecamp. This- would be our home, our base for the next two months - a
magnificent spot surrounded by jagged peaks and on one side the tumbling
whiteness of the Khumbu icefall. This expedition was destined to be rather
different from most, not just because we were making a lightweight attempt on
Lhotse, the world's fourth highest mountain, without oxygen or high-altitude
sherpas, but because we would be sharing the lower part of the route with the
$4 million Canadian Everest Expedition.
On our first night at basecamp we were invited to the large Canadian camp for
dinner. It was expansive with nearly 60 men living there and, as we found later,
had a clearly delineated social structure - even suburbs. There was the Sherpa
quarter with its own cook tent on the eastern side of town; the doctor's residence
on the northern perimeter; the most senior members including Bill March, the
leader, and deputy leader, Kiwi Gallagher, in the western suburbs; and all the
Canadian 'young guns' on the south side. A long off-white tent was where we
were bound - the Sahibs' mess tent. Bending low, we entered, feeling ravenous
- and apprehensive. There was hardly a word being said. We had a pleasant
evening with the Canadians but it did impress upon us the problems inherent in a
large expedition.
Five days later as the sky became light there was a rumble from high above our
cloud-besieged base camp. The rumbles grew to an intimidating roar and unlike
the common or garden, everyday variety it did not fade to inaudibility but
continued for several minutes. We were lying in our sleeping bags inside our tents
listening to the distant roar when a blast of wind struck the tents and flooded an
inch ofsnow over the camp. The avalanche had been about a kilometre away and
yet the ferocity ofits wind-blast had carried the snow down the icefall to our camp
... and beyond. Fred From got up and went over to the Ca'nadian camp as we
knew they intended to carry loads up the icefall this particular morning. Their
walkie-talkies were jammed with the voices of pained and frightened men three Sherpas could not be accounted for.
Later, one body was recovered.
Just two days later we made our first trip through the treacherous icefall up to
the Western Cwm which would lead us to Lhotse's W face. We carried about 14kg
offuel, tents and equipment each and planned to dump this gear at about 6000m,
just above the icefall. The four of us departed at 3.30am. Adrian was in front with
myself behind and Fred and Peter bringing up the rear - four specks of light
moving steadily in a sea of moonlit whiteness. For three hours we plugged steps
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along the Canadians' icefall route, passing through some horrendous sections of
the icefall; tWIsted ladders spanning dark abysses and giant blocks of ice the size
of two-storeyed buildings slowly tipping O\'er as the ice progressed down the
\"alley; and passing the avalanche site where two bodies were stillunrecO\·ered. [
clipped my jumars on to the section offixed rope that led up a steep slope at the
top of the icelalL It was hard going as [ was feeling tired, but [ also felt happy as
the four of us had gone well on our first day on the mountain. At the top of the
slope [looked up the glacier and there, huge and defiant, was Lhotse, still 2740m
above.
The sun would be on the icebll in two hours and we wanted to be well clear by
then because of the increased a\'alanehe danger that would accompany it. We
raced down the fixed ropes, rushing past groups of Canadians and Sherpas who
were on their way up. Some of them were working on the ladders that spanned
large crevasses through the 'traverse', the most active and potentially dangerous
section of the icefall. Shortly after 8am we were down and feeling very pleased
with our effort. All of us had gone well, we had succeeded in getting a substantial
proportion of our equipment above the icefa.ll and, more than anything else, our
adventure with Lhotse had begun.
At 9.30am we were all muddling about in the camp. Adrian was reading and
Peter was sorting equipment. Fred was putting his sleeping bag outside to air in
the sun and [ was lying in my tent gi\'ing some thought to what [ should do. Again
there was a rumble in the icd~I1L although it was a mulTkd onc. Fred shouted to
us. [ poked my head out ol"the tent. Fred stood looking intently up at the in'fall. [
followed his gaze to a large cloud 01" snow that rose abO\T the tottering ice
pinnacle of the 'tra\·erse'. The Canadians' cameraman was dead, killed by a
massive serac collapse. l\1iraculously, three others were retrieved from the chaos
of iceblocks with only superficial injuries.
The icefall remained untrodden for two weeks as the aftermath of the
Canadian spate of tragedies sorted itself out. It was a time for meditation,
rationalism and decisions. Seven Canadians decided it was time to go home, It
was a demoralising time and one of tension.
The Canadian team now wanted to share our route on the Lnotse face, to attempt
E\'erest by the original ascent route, the South Col. They knew they were not
strong enough to attempt the technically very difficult South Pillar of Everest as
they had planned. \ \'e were concerned that we would be forced into a subordinate
role by this large expedition, but after some initially diflicult discussions and
negotiations, an air offriendliness was re-established.
Now all we needed was an improvement in the lingering monsoon weather
conditions that plagued us. Finally, during mid-September, the weather changed.
We bade farewell to our Nepalese liaison oflieer and our basecamp Sherpas and
headed offinto the darkness. Back into the icefall. The icefall route had fallen into
a state ofdisrepair and it took us eleven unpleasant hours to reach our gear dump
above the icefall. Here we pitched tents and spent four days carrying loads up to
our advance basecamp site at the foot of the SW face of Everest before we moved
up there to stay. The new camp was at 6554m and still Lhotse rose more than
1830m above us.
It is an extraordinary experience living at high altitude - and we lived at
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6500m or above for three weeks. All physical activity is tiring and keeping your
breath is not always easy even when all you are doing is walking from one tent to
another or bending low to get into a tent. Hyperventilation is the norm - we
could not rush our summit bid as we needed those three weeks to acclimatise
sufficiently to the high altitude be/ore making our attempt on Lhotse without
oxygen. We established a camp at 7000m and then, working with the Canadians,
established a route near to the South Col at nearly 8000m. Each time we
ascended the glacier to the fi)Ot of the Lhotse face and climbed the fixed ropes we
had placed there we felt stronger.
It was during this time that the debate over oxygen or no oxygen was more or
less resolved. Fred and myselfw~regoing up to establish a site for our final camp
from where we could attempt the summit. We were climbing without oxygen.
Ahead of us, on the fixed ropes, was a Canadian using oxygen from 7000m to the
South Col at nearly 8000m. We all moved at the same rate up the steep snow face,
and any benefits from the oxygen were apparently negated by the weight of the
apparatus. But our feelings on the topic went beyond merely the cumbersome
oxygen equipment. There were also ethical considerations. Simplicity ofapproach;
an acclimatised climber with minimal paraphernalia was an attractive concept
and lent itself to a more enjoyable overall experience on the mountain. It also
reduced logistics, with fewer things to go wrong.
The weather deteriorated again. This time the problem was not one of cloud
and snowfalls but high winds. Winds like I have never heard before: a constant
roar, a dull monotone that was inescapable. The sound filled the whole of the
upper Khumbu Glacier and great plumes rose from the summits of Everest,
Lhotse and Nuptse. Scarves of white that writhed in the blue sky. It became
desperately cold. Then the winds dropped and we were all action. We ascended
to the Lhotse Face camp at 7000m and spent a cramped night on the narrow
ledges that had been excavated for the box tents on the face, before moving on the
next morning with about 11 kg of food and personal gear each.
October 7th was destined to be a long hard day. No sooner had we reached the
site ofCamp IV at 7835m than we had to dig a platform in the precipitous flanks
of the Geneva Spur and erect tents. Peter plugged steps for another 325m up the
face towards the narrow couloir that leads to Lhotse's summit. He returned
exhausted to rest the remainder of the day in our tiny tents.
Early the next morning after an uncomfortable night we laced up our boots,
pulled on the neoprene overboots, then the crampons and we were ready for our
summit attempt. With no more than a pocket camera and another pocket filled
with sweets we set off up the face. It was alarmingly cold despite our one-piece
suits and we were all having difficulty keeping fingers and toes warm. We moved
quickly aeross the upper slopes to the couloir where we began belaying, swinging
leads up the 45° wind-packed snow. The gully narrowed until it was barely 3m
wide at a rock step halfway up. We were constantly wriggling our fingers and toes
to keep them from freezing. 'When will the sun come up?' I asked myself, looking
down upon the South Col and across at the SE ridge of Everest. We were at over
8331 m, incredibly high - and only about 250m from the top. The weather was
deteriorating; the winds rose and in came the cloud. Before long it was snowing
heavily and we worried about the possibility of an avalanche down the couloir.
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On both sides rock walls rose steeply so that if there was an avalanche at all it
would certainly come down the narrow couloir, collecting us on its way to the
glacier over 1500m below. Fred led on, up into the blizzard - up the rockstep
and around the corner towards the final gully to the summit.
Three or four steps and you stop, gasping ... then breathing deeply, lean upon
the slope.
I did not like the dramatic increase in wind; it was beginning to roar. Adrian
and I had a brief discussion; it seemed prudent to turn back. It was midday and
the sun was blotted out by cloud and falling snow, and we could not warm our
fingers and toes. The avalanche risk, the high winds ... We called Fred, who
returned to where we were belaying him at the rock step. We reluctantly agreed to
turn back. v"ith fingers and toes intact, we descended numbed and silent,
The following day, back on the Khumbu glacier, I looked up at Lhotse and
marvelled at our adventure. \Aie had climbed to just below the summit breathing
that thin, cold air. I t was an inhospitable environment where our presence could
only be but fleeting - more than five miles above the winter mountains I looked
forward to at home, vVe had ventured into th)s icy, oxygen-deprived environment
- another world - and we had returned unharmed!!

